
My personal branding was designed with the intent to reflect me as an individual 
and my style of artmaking. One of my passions other than graphic design is painting, 
and the flow of the letters is to represent the flow in how I create. The intent behind 
the texture and simplicity that is applied to my logo was to give the mark a contrast 
of industrial yet professional. The colors palette is based on the balance I have of 
warmth and calmness.





The Notable Post. is a stationery company based in Seattle, Washington. The 
company encourages the act of writing and sharing your words. The logo was 
created to show admiration for postage and the movement of sending letters. 
This is achieved in the stamp design and irregular attachments of the letters in 
the typography. The package product that The Notable Post has is a DIY crane 
garland kit, in which notecards can be written on and then folded into cranes 
and strung together to keep precious conversations written as decoration.







A Series of Unfortunate Events books: The Bad Beginning, The Reptile Room, and The 
Wide Window. These were some of the books I read as a kid. The main characters must 
navigate the cards they have been dealt in each book. The card design on the books 
expresses the feeling of fate and the fear that can be within the unknown.





Fauv Beauty is a beauty company based in California and inspired by Matisse. The design on 
the logo and the packaging of the products are clean yet expressive and hint at Matisse's work 
while having a gender-neutral color palette. The packaging was deigned to feel cohesive while 
having a range in size and reflect a look of high-quality makeup.
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This article is about expression through makeup. The design is made to reflect the feeling 
of empowerment. The typography includes an expressive display font in contrast with serif 
and sans serif typefaces. The images within the editorial spread are drawing done with makeup.





Daymaker is a fictitious line of chocolate bars created by the brand CHOCOLATE 
DAYZ, the mood theme chocolate bars for different types of days. The color palettes 
on each package reflect that type of day the bar is representing. The design of the logo 
and chocolate bar packaging reflect the rise and fall of emotion and appeal to more 
positive ideas.





This infographic poster displays facts about various peppers that make hot sauce. The 
design is intended to communicate heat and intensity. This is achieved through the 
warm color palette a bold sans serif and serif typeface in combination. The illustration 
style of the images help to unify the design with a look that is hand-drawn.














